The question of natural selection against mutable-to-terminator codons.
Codons that differ from a terminator triplet by only a single base are sometimes thought, because of their greater risk of undergoing a harmful mutation, to be kept at a reduced frequency by natural selection. The present study on human genes shows that these codons are infrequent, but their low frequency is not directly related to their risk of mutation to terminator. Rather, it is a consequence of their ending in A or G; comparable A-ending and G-ending codons that are not mutable to terminator are also infrequent. Natural selection does not appear to have depressed the frequency of mutable-to-terminator codons by directly eliminating some of them individually. It may have depressed their frequency indirectly by adjusting mutation rates in the population so that most of the purine-ending codons--and consequently most of the mutable-to-terminator ones as well--are infrequent.